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        Let customers speak for us

        
          
          
            from 68 reviews
          
        
      

            
  
 This was perfect for our chicken coop! Very easy to install

 
 
   Ashley 
  03/14/2024 
 
      12" W x 18" H Flush Mount Shed Window, 1 PK 
  
    
  Dogwood 2
 These windows look great on my shed. The value is superior to what I found at the big box stores. I would definitely buy again

 
 
   KENNETH BYRD 
  03/12/2024 
 
      10.185" X 24" Transom J-Lap Shed Window, PVC 
  
    
  Functional little window paired with GREAT customer service.
 My husband and I take care of our autistic adult brother- he takes a shuttle bus to work 4 days a week. We live in the country where weather can be bad in the winter, so we built him a little bus shack so he can stay dry from the rain and snow. These little windows were perfect for this project. To top it off, we had an issue with our shipment and this company went above and beyond to accommodate. We will 100% shop with them again.

 
 
   Famoussamos 
  02/10/2024 
 
      12" W x 18" H Flush Mount Shed Window, 1 PK 
  
    
  Perfect.
 Best price.  Fast shipping.  Well packaged.  Perfect for the Chicken house.

 
 
   TJ 
  01/16/2024 
 
      12" W x 18" H Flush Mount Shed Window,  2 PK 
  
    
  The right ones for my storage shed
 The color and size was just right for my shed.

 
 
   Ron 
  12/18/2023 
 
      Shutters - 9" W x 27" H Louvered Shutters, 1 Pair 
  
    
  Good Quality
 Shed window is good quality for a basic single pain shed window. 

Shipping was fast but more importantly communication was outstanding. Tracking link was given and actually worked.

Will use this vendor again.

 
 
   MH 
  12/16/2023 
 
      18" W x 27" H Flush Mount Shed Window,  1 PK 
  
    
  Flush mount and won't rust
 Easy to install and the louvers underneath each have slit aluminum bands to keep out insects.

 
 
   R.C. 
  12/12/2023 
 
      8" W x 8" H Flush Mount Wall Vent 
  
    
  Well-made.  Very strong good value!
 I was going to make my own, but this saves so much time and the quality is superior to what I would have come up with. Plus, I have respect for my chickens!

 
 
   William DiCarlo 
  12/06/2023 
 
      14" W x 21" H Chicken Coop Flush Mount Shed Window, Tilt Out 
  
    
  Deer hut
 They work perfect in a deer hut quiet but use both hands to open and remove the screen.

 
 
   Mark D 
  12/05/2023 
 
      12" W x 18" H Flush Mount Shed Window,  2 PK 
  
    
  Perfect
 This is exactly what I needed. Easy to install.

 
 
   IceHouse 
  10/25/2023 
 
      12" W x 18" H Flush Mount Shed Window, 1 PK 
  
    
  Coop windows
 The windows I ordered worked out perfectly going by their rough opening measurements that were listed. They were also packaged very securely and arrived quickly, I'm very pleased with my purchase.

 
 
   James Baker 
  10/16/2023 
 
      18" W x 23" H Flush Mount Shed Window,  1 PK 
  
    
  Chicken Coop Windows
 These windows were the perfect solution to the issue of adding windows to our new chicken coop.  I foolishly asked Home Depot to price out some windows for me.  They came back with pricing that cost more then the Chicken Coop as a whole.  They are decently made and easy to install.

 
 
   Richard Brohl 
  10/12/2023 
 
      18" W x 23" H Flush Mount Shed Window,  2 PK 
  
    
  Shed refresh
 Purchased these windows to replace 35 year old single wood sash windows.  The aluminum single hung windows with screen are a good value based on the cost.  The windows are flush mounted via 14 screws and I chose to add wood trim all around by removing enough wood material to cover the flush mount flange and screws for a finished period look.

 
 
   David Harrison 
  10/03/2023 
 
      18" W x 23" H Flush Mount Shed Window,  2 PK 
  
    
  Coop perfection!
 Was looking for coop windows.  Saw something similar on social media and got to looking.  It was hard to find them in stock, the color I wanted and didn’t have to buy a pallet of them.  The price was great, the shipping was SO fast-and beautifully packed.  But the windows!!!  The awning style lets the light and air in, keeps the rain out.  The mesh is secure and keeps the critters out.  I couldn’t ask for anything better, I love them!

 
 
   Becky H 
  09/29/2023 
 
      14" W x 21" H Chicken Coop Flush Mount Shed Window, Tilt Out 
  
    
  Great windows and service
 Haven't installed them yet, but they look really nice. Order shipped and arrived very fast, and was well packaged.

 
 
   Vincent O'Hop 
  09/19/2023 
 
      14" W x 21" H Chicken Coop Flush Mount Shed Window, Tilt Out 
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        Are you a small business or shed manufacturer?

            We offer wholesale prices and a wider variety of products and window sizes to business buying in bulk quantities, please  email us at sales@shed-parts.com and we will have a salesperson reach out to you about our extended product offering for small businesses and shed manufacturers.

Contact Us

        

      

        



  





  
    
              FAQ's


              Shipping


              
                How long will it take for my order to ship? 

                
                  
                    Orders are typically processed in 1-2 business days. All products are shipped from our North Carolina facilities.Shipping times will vary from 1 to 7 days depending upon where in the USA the order is being shipped.

                  

                

              

            

              
                How much will it cost to ship my product? 

                
                  
                    After submitting your ship to the address in the checkout shipping charges will be calculated. The shipping charges will vary dependent on the order and shipping destination.

                  

                

              

            

              
                I live near one of your locations, can I come by and pick up my order? 

                
                  
                    Unfortunately, our manufacturing and distribution facilities are not set up for customer pick up.

                  

                

              

            

              Returns


              
                What is your return policy? 

                
                  
                    We want you to be happy with your purchase.  You can find our refund policy HERE.  

                  

                

              

            

              Product


              
                What is the rough opening for my shed window? 

                
                  
                    Rough openings and overall size measurements have been provided in the product information for each shed window since it will vary depending upon whether it is a flush mount or J-Lap mount.

                  

                

              

            

              
                What is the difference between flush mount and J- Lap mount? 

                
                  
                    Flush-mount windows lay smooth with the exterior of the building. With flush-mount windows the building’s trim is installed on top of the window flange. On the J-Lap, or J-Channel mount, the glass protrudes slightly because there is a channel (flange) built onto the window to allow siding or trim board to slide into the channel.
Please watch THIS video which describes the difference.  

                  

                

              

            

              
                Do your shed windows come with screens? 

                
                  
                    All single hung shed windows open in 3 positions and come with a screen that helps keep debris and bugs from entering the building when window is open.  Fixed shed windows do not open and do not have a screen.

                  

                

              

            

              
                Do your shed windows open? 

                
                  
                    All single hung shed windows open from the bottom and slide up.  They are designed to stay open in three (3) positions. The top sash of the shed window is fixed.  
Fixed shed windows like transom, gable, round, square, and sunburst do not open.

                  

                

              

            

              
                Can single hung shed windows be installed horizontally? 

                
                  
                    Single hung shed windows cannot be installed vertically since they have weep holes for drainage on the bottom sill.

                  

                

              

            

              
                Do you make custom shed windows? 

                
                  
                    We do not make custom shed windows; however, our large variety of types of shed windows and sizes may be suitable for your application.

If you are unsure of what size shed window to order, please contact our customer team for assistance.

                  

                

              

            

              
                Can the shed window grids be removed? 

                
                  
                    We do not recommend removing the grids since they have been installed at the facility and may impact window performance and durability.

                  

                

              

            








  
      
        
      
      
    
        


        
          
        
      

    

  





  
    
          
      
        
        
        
      
    
Best Selection

                  Products you need to enhance outdoor storage and play

                



          
      
        
        
        
        
        
      
    
Hassle Free Returns

                  Return within 30 days of purchase in new condition

                



          
      
        
        
      
    
Top-notch support

                  Knowledgeable and friendly customer support ready to help

                



          
      
        
        
      
    
Secure payments

                  Your payments processed with the highest level of security 

                




  





  

        
        Our Team

            Thank you for stopping by Shed-Parts.com!   We proudly serve as the E-Commerce channel for Apple Outdoor Supply, a trusted leader to the outdoor building and furniture industries for over two decades.  We've curated a wide selection of the shed windows and playset accessories, hardware, and outdoor products you are looking for. Enhance your outdoor living space with our exceptional assortment of shed, playset, and outdoor living accessories. If there's anything you need, please let us know. 
We're here to make your experience enjoyable and hassle-free.  Let us know how we can help!
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